
St George’s Church and Priory was built in the 14th
century and shared by the monks and parishioners
for many years. 

Tithe Barn, c.16th century, originally part of a
Benedictine priory.

The Dovecote 
has 4ft thick stone 
walls and was built 
in medieval times. 

The Water Mill, 
dating back to the 
18th century and 
now restored to 
working order. 

Gallox Bridge was originally used to help pack 
animals cross the River Avill. Also the starting
points of walks across Dunster deer park if you 
   wish to see more of our beautiful countryside!  
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Why not explore a little further? Allow extra time to 
follow one of our country routes to Dunster Mill, Gallox
Bridge and Dunster Park; Grabbist Hill or Butter Cross.
Details available from the National Park Centre.
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The Old Yarn Market, in the High Street. Built in 1609,
it reflects the village’s wool trading heritage, when
market day was the biggest event for miles around. 

Dunster Castle, with its spectacular views, has been
an important feature of the Somerset landscape for
the last 1000 years. It was donated to the National
Trust by the Luttrell family in 1976.  
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Follow the suggested core village route shown and    
spend a couple of hours discovering Dunster for yourself.
Wander along the ancient High Street, past the Old Yarn 

Market. Visit the castle, with its dramatic hill top location 
overlooking Exmoor and the Bristol Channel. Explore the 
ancient parish church, Tithe Barn and Dovecote.

Find a host of individual shops, then take 
a break in one of our traditional pubs 
or tea rooms.
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Exmoor National Park was designated in 1954. It covers 693 sq.km of
some of England's finest landscapes. For further information on what 
to do, what to see and where to go, drop in to the National Park Centre i

Cor e village route
Country routes
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